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1. Executive summary

The Samuel Garside House �re took place on the 9 June 2019. It spread rapidly and

completely destroyed eight �ats and damaged many more. Some saw the destruction

of all their belongings, including irreplaceable family possessions.

http://barkingriversidefire.com/2020/05/10/executive-summary/
http://barkingriversidefire.com/author/admin/


The Samuel Garside House Fire – Photo by Mihaela Gheorghe

More than 30 families of the 79 dwellings were displaced for many months. More than

eight families are still displaced and will not return until more than one year after the

�re took place. It is not possible to describe the distress that was engendered by the

�re, the dislocation and the trauma.



We promise, as a residents association, that we will not forget.

The view expressed in this report, presented by the Barking Reach Residents

Association, is not a minority view on this estate. This is no better shown than by the

third resolution put to the mass meeting of 200 residents on the 13 June 2019, which

was passed unanimously. It stated:

Systemic failure of all parties

• We believe all landlords and management parties involved, government

legislation, and the council in granting planning permission, failed to make

sure the properties were safe and endangered lives.

• Landlords and managing agents had two years since Grenfell to inspect and

make good the balconies and cladding throughout its part of the estate and

did not.

• Adriatic, and RMG acting as their agents, failed to address the issue of

cladding despite showing concerns about �re safety.

• We believe Adriatic has forfeited its right to ownership of this property. It

should pass as commonhold to the remaining residents where leaseholders.

Barking Riverside Community Interest Company (CIC)

• We believe that if the residents were running the estate, they would have

implemented the �re safety check directly and prevented the �re.

• The Barking Riverside Community Interest Company was set up to provide

the residents with a majority on the board of directors.

• We reaf�rm two previous decisions of the residents’ association, that this

voting majority be enacted and not be removed.

This resolution, of which the above is only part was passed unanimously, in front of

representatives of Bellway and the landlord, Adriatic Land, the government housing



ministry, the council, and the other representatives of the management of the estate

who attended the meeting. The full resolution can see seen by clicking here.

Demands

In summary, we make three demands of the parties involved in Barking Riverside

Limited, that is, London and Quadrant and the greater London Assembly, and of the

local council:-

Ensure that all �ammable material is removed from all parts of the estate in

consultation with residents, at the cost of the developer.

Do not remove, but instead guarantee resident control over the estate

Remove Adriatic Land from the estate

http://barkingriversidefire.com/blog/the-resolutions-passed-by-residents-after-the-fire/
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2. Background

The Samuel Garside House �re spread rapidly up and across wooden balconies. In the

immediate aftermath of the �re, a meeting of 200 angry residents called by the Barking

Reach Residents Association, discussed,  amended and then unanimously agreed the

following:

http://barkingriversidefire.com/2020/05/10/2-background/
http://barkingriversidefire.com/author/admin/


 “We believe:

“That Bellway and the others involved in the construction and management of the

estate were negligent because they failed to address their minds to the obvious risk

from the wooden constructed balconies and cladding despite previous concerns

raised by residents.”

By construction, we refer primarily to Bellway Homes, the builder, which has agreed to

pay for the design and replacement of the wooden balconies and is involved in

consultations about the replacement of the wooden fronts to the nearby houses, but

also to Mace group, the international consultancy and construction company, which

built many wood-fronted houses on the estate.

By housing management, we refer to the board of Barking Riverside Limited, consisting

of London and Quadrant (L&Q) and the Greater London Assembly (GLA) who jointly

own the estate. We also �nd responsibility in the leadership of the Barking and

Dagenham Council, who have a duty of care to residents and grant planning permission.

Then there is the landlord of the block of �ats, Adriatic Land, to whom the block and

adjoining land was sold after development by Bellway Homes. It is still the case that this

landlord will not engage with the residents association.

The speci�c failing that led to the �re is set out here in great detail.

But beneath much of the negligence in the discharge of housing management duties, in

our view, lies the invisible, dead hand of Adriatic Land, and the management agents

such as Homeground, Pinnacle Places and Residential Management Group which

answered principally to them during the years since construction, resulting in a reckless

endangerment of residents’ lives. 

After the Grenfell Tower �re, in which 72 people died, it should have become self-

evident that urgent action was needed to remove the wooden cladding. The �re could

and should have been avoided, if longstanding resident concerns and systemic failings,

detailed here, had been addressed by those with ultimate responsibility.

There had been a long struggle of residents to get the management of the estate to be

more responsive to their concerns.

We set out, in this report, only part of that struggle, relating to the �re, but we urge here

that this was part of a wider context of a systemic failure of responsibility. When our



readers ask, ‘How is it possible that they did not act?’ as each section of this report

unfolds, they need only consider that none of the above parties admit responsibly even

now.

The establishment of the estate

The Barking Riverside estate was initially a joint undertaking between Barking and

Dagenham council and the Greater London Assembly. Barking Riverside Limited was

set up as the developer.

From the start the plan was to set up a privately owned estate, rather than an estate of

council and private housing on council land.

The residents association argued that this was a mistake,  as it removed from residents

the nominal democratic voice they had through electing representatives to the council

from the estate, albeit that this voice was in theory returned to them via the Barking

Riverside Community Interest Company once the entire estate was completed,

occupied and �nancially independent, in the decades ahead. But this promise did not

help when residents clashed with the landlords at the present time, and it appeared to

be in the process of being revoked.

 The GLA still retains a minority 49% share ownership of Barking Riverside Limited. The

council’s 51% share passed �rst to Bellway Homes,  the builders, and then to London

and Quadrant Housing Association, (L&Q) circa 2015.

 Initially the Barking Riverside Community Interest Company (the CIC) was set up, 

which has in its articles of incorporation, publicly available on the Companies House

website, a formulation giving residents a seat on the board of directors,  until

completion of the estate and its �nancial independence, whereupon the residents gain

a majority on the board.

Bellway built many of the homes and Mace built a section of homes. The Mace section, 

north of Galleons Drive and facing Samuel Garside House on the south side, is still, to

the best of our knowledge, owned by Barking Riverside Limited.

The ownership of the south side of Galleons Drive passed to Adriatic Land 4 (GR1) Ltd.

Management of both the blocks of �ats and the wider estate was initially in the hands

of Pinnacle Places, but under pressure from residents,  Adriatic,  represented by

Homeground, removed them and installed Residential Management Group (RMG), who

took over in October 2018.



Thus, residents of Samuel Garside House were managed by RMG, representing the

landlord Adriatic, itself represented by Homeground, on an estate developed by

Barking Riverside Limited,  and managed by Pinnacle places.

It is not dif�cult to believe that this weave of responsibilities is not healthy, and not

conducive to responsible management.

We have noticed that other housing developments where Bellway is the builder have

found themselves sold off to Adriatic, and many residents have suggested links

between the two.

Adriatic Land

Of Adriatic Land we read the following in Hansard, the record of government

proceedings:

“Who are Adriatic Land 5? We found it very dif�cult to �nd information about them, but

we have had some help. We now understand that Adriatic Land is a residential

freeholding company of various formulations, managed by the Long Harbour Ground

Rent Fund.

“All Adriatic Land companies hide their ultimate bene�cial ownership behind the

directors of the Sanne Group, which has its headquarters in Guernsey. Long Harbour is

a £1.4 billion fund and claims to have revenues of only £4 million on the ground rent

fund, with a total of £340,000 in pro�ts.

“Its sister company, Home Ground, told the Select Committee on Housing,

Communities and Local Government in November 2018 that it collects £32 million per

year in ground rent. Long Harbour claims to be investing in residential freehold primarily

for pension funds, but there is no evidence of this, and there is a belief in the wider

industry that predominantly hedge funds and speculators are behind it.”

Hansard report

Equally,  as stated,  it is believed to have been spun off from Bellway Homes insofar as

various individuals seem to have been associated with both entities. But further

investigation into this issue is beyond our remit. Our only point here is that we are not

alone in viewing Adriatic Land as being an entity without any justi�cation for its

existence. It is registered in Guernsey, in the channel islands, which are ‘among worst

https://hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/2019-02-27/debates/42456C72-4D5D-40C5-97B7-7A065E2A6A9A/AdriaticLand5Ltd(Stevenage)


tax havens’ worldwide according to a BBC report. https://www.bbc.com/news/world-

europe-jersey-48354081

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-jersey-48354081
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3. The London Fire Brigade report, the

video and the timeline of the �re

The London Fire Brigade report into the Samuel Garside House �re, dated 16

November 2019 and leaked in early May 2020, makes clear that the balconies of that

block of �ats, at 2 Depass Gardens, Barking Riverside, Barking, Essex, did not perform,

when subject to test, to the government regulations requiring them to resist �re

spread. The �re which took place in that block of 79 �ats, the conclusion states, spread

due to the “inherent combustibility” of the materials used in the balcony structure.

The danger of �re was self-evident to residents. They set out, as did the residents

association, to alert the building managers, the builders, and the developers to this

danger, especially since the Grenfell Tower �re of 2017. These parties were alerted but

did not remove the threat. Even worse than this, as we set out, a �re risk assessment in

January 2019 explicitly cited the risk the balconies posed. This �re risk assessment

should have been shared with residents, especially given their on-going concerns, but it

was not. In fact, it was �atly denied that there were further �re safety issues to address.

London �re brigade report Download

The �re at Samuel Garside House (SGH) took place on Sunday 9  June 2019. The

association chair, Pete Mason, has written a time line of the �re based on the 25 minute

video of it below.

th

Barking riverside �reBarking riverside �re

http://barkingriversidefire.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/LFB-full-FI-Report-Incident-No.-072738-09062019-Samuel-Garside-House-IG11-0FQ-REDACTED_Redacted-1.pdf-_9287188_1-1.pdf
http://barkingriversidefire.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/LFB-full-FI-Report-Incident-No.-072738-09062019-Samuel-Garside-House-IG11-0FQ-REDACTED_Redacted-1.pdf-_9287188_1-1.pdf
http://barkingriversidefire.com/time-line-of-fire-9-june-2019/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4GocnhwjFdo


This time line can be found here

The �re spread from the �rst two �ats which were on �re to the other six which were

connected via the wooden balconies in just 4 minutes. It was only stopped by the

stairwells, which break up the continuous wooden balconies, from spreading

throughout the building in minutes. But the �ats to the south of the central “C” block

that was consumed in the �re were damaged to various degrees by smoke, water and

other effects of the �re.

The time line states:

Water appears to run out

On the timeline of the video, the �re brigade begin attacking the �ames at

7.43 and damp down the �ames substantially. This agrees with the LFB

report noting an approximate two minute delay, taking us to 15:38:26. (Point

5.11, page 7) This delay was due to there being no indication of �re hydrants

on the Mobile Data Terminals of the �re engine, the computer system that

assists the �re�ghters. The �re �ghters were forced to use their own water

and call reinforcements.

However, precisely four minutes later, from 11.43 until 19.28 minutes on the

timeline, the video shows there were no hoses on the �re and the �re revives

throughout the affected area very nearly to the point it reached when it was

�rst attacked. This approximates to 15:42:26 until 15:50:08 in actual time,

about 7 minutes 42 seconds.

It is impossible to describe the distress residents felt as they saw their homes being

consumed again by the same �re – the video shows how it built up again

The timeline continues:

http://barkingriversidefire.com/time-line-of-fire-9-june-2019/


This coincides with the following notes in the LFB report:

“5.14 At 15:40 hours, LOC received information from a 999 caller, a resident

of �at [REDACTED] who was remote from Samuel Garside House at the time

of the incident, stating ‘[REDACTED] and [REDACTED] are inside {they} {do}

not know their location’. This information was relayed to the incident ground

via main scheme radio. WM [REDACTED] committed Fire�ghters (Ff’s) in BA

to carry out a search and rescue for the residents of �at [REDACTED]. Ff’s

later con�rmed that no persons were found in �at [REDACTED] (Source:

Witness information WM [REDACTED] and LOC Brigade mobilisation system

– BOSS).”

The notes continue:

“WM [REDACTED] ordered Ff’s in BA with jets to carry out a systematic

search of all �oors via the communal front door of core 4.”

The LFB further note that at 15:52, a message was sent suggesting that the

�re�ghters were by then clear of the building.

It appears that having largely damped down the �re, and in response to this

call, the �re brigade stopped using their hoses (“jets?”) while they entered the

still burning building to �nd the trapped person during this period. They then

returned to �ght the �re, using the water in their �re engines once again.

The revival of the �re demonstrates why the �re brigade had to put so much

water on a �re  long after the �ames disappear, leading inevitably to

substantial water damage. This water damage drove many other residents

from their �ats for many months – some still not returned at the time of

writing (1/5/20), 11 months later, while work continues to restore the �ats.

Fire hydrants

As stated, the LFB  were initially unable to locate the �re hydrants. Multiple

residents state that the �re brigade were initially unable to locate �re



hydrants, and unable to �nd working �re hydrants, during that time. They

�nally found one on Chilworth Place.

I arrived shortly before the �re hoses were rolled out down Chilworth Place.

My own photographic evidence from that time tells us that this was after the

water was restarted and the �ames substantially damped down.

One witness said that there was a �re hydrant adjacent to the building but it

could not be used.

It is essential to note that, were it not for the �ammable exterior decorative

wood on the balconies, which spread the original �re across the balconies,

one or at most two �re engines would have been ample to put out the �re in a

single �at without need for �re hydrants. This rapid �re spread was perhaps

not anticipated in advance by the �re services.

 Had the �re started on the other side of the building,  where there are no stairwell

breaks, the entire building would have been consumed by �re. It cannot be ruled out in

these circumstances that the �re, now a burning inferno of 79 �ats, would not have

leapt to the wood expanses facing it across the narrow road and set alight several rows

of houses – the estate could have burned down.

Although the London Fire Brigade report into the �re, does not speculate on this

scenario directly, it does dwell on the continuous wood on the west facing side, and on

the speed of the �ames, and states that many more �ats would have been destroyed.

The investigation by the LFB also points to the effect of the heat on the building across

the road, suggesting that they were subject to great heat, and implying the danger of

�re spread across the road was real.
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4. Residents’ concerns and management

and builders response

Grenfell �re

On 14 June 2017, a �re broke out in the 24-storey Grenfell Tower block of �ats in North

Kensington, West London,  causing 72 deaths.

The �re risk to Samuel Garside House and its twin,  Ernest Websdale House, was

subsequently raised many times by both the residents association and residents.

Additionally, 233 houses have wood cladding, and numerous �ats have �ammable

cladding or balcony decking.

Residents association raises concerns
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On the 5  July 2017, the Barking Reach Residents Association wrote to the London

Fire Brigade:

“The properties and the �ats in this area have external wooden cladding and a number

of the property structures are timber-framed…

“Residents are naturally concerned whether these properties comply with �re safety

legislation and – assuming they do – if they may be considered nevertheless a �re risk

in the light of recent events.”

The �re brigade was unable to assist because its efforts were focused on the

aluminium cladding similar to that on Grenfell Tower.

July 2017 – Bellway responds to resident concern about �re safety of balconies

On 6  July 2017, a resident in Ernest Websdale House, received via Pinnacle a

statement from Bellway, the builder of both Samuel Garside House and Ernest

Websdale House,  addressing her concerns:

“We acknowledge your request for information regarding �re safety and protection

measures on properties either owned or constructed by Bellway Homes following the

Grenfell Tower �re.

“Bellway Homes takes the issue of �re protection and cladding design very seriously

and all of our projects bene�t from specialist advice, either from an internal resource or

from �re experts during the design phase, and we build our homes to comply with all

relevant regulations.

“We do, however, think it is responsible to review our designs to consider if anything

can be learned from the Grenfell Tower �re and this process has now commenced.  

“With regard to your particular enquiry, the Building Regulations require that ‘The

external walls of the building shall adequately resist the spread of �re over walls, and

from one building to another, having regard to the height use and position of the

building’.

“This requirement can be met either by,

1. Ensuring that each individual component of the wall meets the criteria for limited

combustibility, or;

th

th



2. Ensuring that the whole wall/façade system meets the acceptance criteria in

accordance with British Standard, BS 8414

“In this instance the whole wall/façade system has been considered.

“Thermowood cladding has a �re resistance rating of D- s2,d0 and is applied as a

decorative �nish onto a traditional insulated masonry cavity wall, which meets all of the

requirements of the Building Regulations.

“The manufacturers product details are attached for your information.”

Note that at no point does Bellway state that the Thermowood clad balcony is not

�ammable,  or that it would not spread �re should it catch �re. The response is simply a

complex dance around regulatory instruments to avoid stating the obvious – that the

balconies presented a very considerable �re risk.

Of course,  we observed in the �re that the wooden balconies did not “adequately resist

the spread of �re” but were the vehicle for spreading the �re very rapidly from �at to

�at. The opposite was true. And even before the �re,  it was evident from �re risk

assessments that the wood was a �re risk. In the light of the subsequent �re, the reply

appears to be worse than worthless – worse in the sense that it prevented action being

taken to  remove the risk.

Bellway’s reply was passed to the resident in an email from Darren Logan, assistant

estate manager for managing agents Pinnacle, who had passed her concerns on to

Bellway. It was accompanied by multiple certi�cates for various kinds of wood, making

it seem as if these highly �ammable materials were in some way suitable for the

external walls of buildings,  even in the light of the Grenfell tower disaster.

June 2018 – Southern Housing requests �re safety advice from Pinnacle on behalf

of resident

On 12 June 2018, another resident of Ernest Websdale House and tenant with the

housing association Southern Housing,  contacted me with correspondence on the

question of the �re safety of these blocks.  Picture 1. show’s Southern Housing’s

summary of her concerns. Pictures 2 and 3 are screen shots of their investigation into

these concerns.

A review of this correspondence is reveals precisely what the situation was before the

�re.



R’s basic concerns were that there was no policy of evacuation, there were no �re

alarms in the building apart from the car park and that the wooden balconies were a �re

risk. What particularly concerned her was that the car park �re alarm would sometimes

sound, a false alarm, and yet was unattended. Should there be an actual �re in the car

park,  she felt,  the building would soon be consumed. It was very prescient of her.

Southern Housing contacted Pinnacle on her behalf. The answers are shown in pictures

2 and 3, screen shots she provided me with.

Southern Housing put to Pinnacle, on behalf of R:

“Decking is made out of wood for each balcony and feels this is a health and safety

hazard in the event of a �re”

Pinnacle simply replied: “The decking areas are compliant with the building regulations

for the building.”

Firstly, the Grenfell �re disaster inquiry has found that building regulations say that

external walls should adequately resist  the spread of �re, with no reference to the

height of the building, whereas putting �ammable materials on the external walls helps

spread �re.

But frankly this reply avoids the question: regardless of the interpretation of building

regulations, were the balconies a �re risk? And of course they were.

Did Pinnacle know they were a �re risk? Were they in possession of a �re risk

assessment which identi�ed the balconies as a �re risk?

In reply to concerns about the car park, Pinnacle told R that the alarm was unmonitored

but raised the car park roll shutters when it sounded.

A �re should stay in the car park should one start, yet in reality, the wooden balconies

could easily have conducted it into the �ats.

Additionally, Pinnacle set out the “stay put” policy (except in the car park), and the silent

alarm policy in the building,  which opens vents in the event of a �re, to vent smoke.

Autumn 2018: Residential Management Group takes over

When Residential Management Group (RMG) took over from Pinnacle, in the autumn of

2018, they introduced a night time waking watch and changed the “stay put” policy in



the case of a �re, to evacuate. It was clear to residents that there were serious

problems.

However,  the �re alarm remained a silent alarm (except in the car park area) whose

function was to open vents to dispel smoke but not to alert residents. This design

re�ected the stay put policy, displaying a failure to think through policy.  It was only

after the �re that this was changed. The only alarms heard at the time of the �re were

the residents’ own smoke alarms.

For this reason,  if it were not for courageous residents banging on doors and alerting

their neighbours, deaths would surely have occurred.
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5. January 2019: �re risk assessment

identi�es balconies as a risk of ‘smoke

inhalation and burn injuries’

Neither the residents or the residents association was noti�ed of the results of the �re

risk assessment that was carried out on the 28 January 2019.

It stated:

“If a balcony does catch �re it should be noted that this will accelerate �re spread

through either setting the balcony above alight or through entering the �ats

through open windows and this will put residents and visitors at risk of smoke

inhalation and burn injuries”.
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This is precisely what happened – the �re spread rapidly vertically and horizontally

along the wooden balconies.

It advised that the wood on the balconies “should have been formed of or treated with

�re resistant materials but this could not be con�rmed during the assessment”.

It goes on:

“Potential balcony �re spread: In the �rst instance it is recommended that the

responsible person should consult the �re strategy and H&S �les for the site to ensure

that �re retardant materials have been used to form the balconies. If it cannot be

con�rmed that the balconies have been suitably treated then the developers should be

contacted.”

The urgency of this could not be clearer: the balcony wood needed to be made of �re

retardant materials because it was a clear and present danger to life. And it was already

known that it was not.

So what did RMG decide to do?

In an email to the residents association, dated Thursday, 20 June 2019, Hugh

McGeever, Managing Director of RMG explained RMG’s inaction by stating:

“The �rst action was to contact the developer to check the material used and ensure

that the material and installation were fully compliant with building regulations. This

was done and Bellway con�rmed to RMG in March 2019 that the building was fully

compliant with the regulations for buildings lower than 18 metres in height.”

It can clearly be seen that this is essentially a misrepresentation of the �re risk

assessment, which speci�cally asks whether the wood was formed of �re retardant

materials because otherwise they were a �re risk. 
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6. RMG: remedial work “had been

completed”

On the 18 March 2019, the residents association of�cers called  a “Safety Summit”

meeting with Barking Riverside Limited (BRL), London & Quadrant (L&Q), Pinnacle

Places and Residential Management Group (RMG) at the BRL of�ce in Fielders

Crescent, Barking, due to many concerns about safety on the estate.

Present were: Michelle Ivemy, then Regional Manager of RMG; Matt Carpen, BRL; and

Oliver Miller, Head of Housing, and Alex Elsy, regional manager, Pinnacle Places.

Pete Mason, the chair of the Barking Reach Residents Association, said to Michelle

Ivemy that residents of Samuel Garside House had raised concerns that very little work

had been done to mitigate the feared �re safety issues that had warranted a waking

watch. The reply was minuted.
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 In the minutes of the meeting, it was noted that:

“Michelle reported that �re wardens would be withdrawn from the blocks where they

had been installed because the remedial work required to meet �re safety standards

had been completed.”

The minutes were circulated and all parties including Michelle Ivemy agreed the

minutes for publication.

On 15 March 2019, just a few months before Samuel Garside House went up in �ames,

a resident wrote to me: “God forbid if the building catches �re – who is responsible?”
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7. BBC Watchdog: Residents Association

contacts Bellway

On the 3  May 2019,  one month before the �re, on the urging of residents of Samuel 

Garside house,  the Barking Reach Residents Association (BRRA) wrote to Matt Carpen,

director of Barking Riverside Limited (BRL).

“Dear Matt,

“Following the BBC Watchdog programme shown at 8pm on Wednesday 1  May, which

exposed Bellway for poorly �tted �re barriers (in wall cavities) which will not prevent

�res spreading, residents have asked that the houses and �ats built by Bellway on the

Barking Riverside estate be investigated to see if there are gaps in the �re barriers here

also.

rd

st
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“Experts expressed no surprise at the revelation and told the BBC that the Bellway-

built properties that they examined were ‘just the tip of the iceberg’ implying that there

was a good chance that our properties suffer the same issues.

“Given the essential �re safety works that RMG, Pinnacle and L&Q have carried out on

the �ats recently, we would be greatly assured if inspections could be arranged for a

selection of houses on the estate, and to know if the �ats were inspected for this

speci�c issue, and if not, that this will be done.”

Matt Carpen replied the same day:

“Dear Pete,

“Thanks for your email.  I have passed this on to Bellway directly.  They advised as

follows:

“All enquires should be directed to John Enright, Head of Customer Care tel. 0191

2170717 or email �resafetyhelpline@bellway.co.uk

“If you need further assistance in making contact then please let me know.”

The Residents Association chair, Pete Mason, places the following comments on record

here:

“Clearly,  it would have been better if Bellway had replied to our query instead of

requiring that the I contact them direct. However I did so, left a message,  and the

following day John Enright rang me back. He assured me that since �re resistant

materials take half an hour to set on �re, under test conditions, the �re brigade would

by then have responded to any �re and brought it under control.

“I suggested to him that the Barking Riverside estate is built on a �ood plain just

beyond the Thames Flood Barrier. Should the area �ood during a storm,  and power

lines or �ooding cause a �re,  which is not uncommon, the �re brigade might not be able

to reach the area,  and “the whole estate could burn down”.

“My recollection of this conversation, as set down subsequently in WhatsApp posts to

committee members, was that this considerably unsettled Mr. Enright, and he had no

answer to it.”

As clearly implied by the London Fire Brigade report, the �re in Samuel Garside House

came close to crossing the road and setting �re to the wood fronted houses opposite.

mailto:firesafetyhelpline@bellway.co.uk


The untreated wood on these houses runs continuously along the fronts of the houses,

exactly as the wooden balconies did, opposite. Even worse, it runs around the block,

and a con�agration of this magnitude might have crossed Galleons Drive, where rows

of similarly clad houses stood.

In this scenario, the Barking Riverside estate might well have burnt down in its entirety.

This is discussed in more detail in the section: Potential estate-wide con�agration .

http://barkingriversidefire.com/2020/05/10/9-potential-estate-wide-conflagration/
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8. On the day of the �re

On Sunday 9  June 2019, two hours before the �re actually took place, a discussion

suddenly sprung up on WhatsApp about a barbeque alight on the west facing side of

Samuel Garside House.

At 1:26pm a resident, M, posted:

“What I can do when next [door] on balcony there is barbecue on the balcony”

Another responded:

“  I have seen a few who do barbecue on their balcony too I guess people don’t care

about other people safety  ”

At 2:48pm a Samuel Garside House resident stated:

“I think you should talk to your neighbour and request him not to do it as �re once

started (God forbid) won’t discriminate between two �ats.”

All these statements showed that residents lived in mortal fear of a �re spreading

across the �ats from one to another.

In contrast, as shown above, it was the builders and managing agents,  acting for the

landlords, who were attempting (and failing) to reassure residents that at least –

whether or not there was a �re risk – the building was compliant with regulations. And

at least by implication that there was no �re risk.

Resident contacts RMG about barbeque just minutes before �re

Resident M, who �rst posted about the barbecue, recalled the event the following day.

He had contacted RMG at the time but they answered there was “nothing they could

do” and could he ring again on Monday. “My words to that: what if [it] is too late and

there is [a] �re. 40 minutes after, we are escaping from our home. I can’t believe what

happened yesterday.” (Barking Riverside WhatsApp,  06:51, 10 June 2019)

In fact, a number of residents remonstrated with those responsible, and the barbeque

was extinguished. A few minutes later they were �eeing from their homes, with children

th



in arms,  leaving all possessions behind.

The �re

The Samuel Garside House �re took place shortly after these posts.

Before discussing the events of the �re itself in the second part of the next section,

Potential estate-wide con�agration , we will discuss how close the estate came to

burning down completely in that section.

Note: We have discussed the progress of the �re in detail in section 3, The London Fire

Brigade report, the video and the timeline of the �re,

We provide the link to the time line here for convenience also.

http://barkingriversidefire.com/2020/05/10/9-potential-estate-wide-conflagration/
http://barkingriversidefire.com/2020/05/10/3-the-london-fire-brigade-report-the-video-and-the-timeline-of-the-fire/
http://barkingriversidefire.com/time-line-of-fire-9-june-2019/
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9. Potential estate-wide con�agration

In the previous section, On the day of the �re, we record that Resident M contacted

RMG about a barbeque on the other side of Samuel Garside House, no more than 40

minutes before the �re ignited on the other side of the block.

This shows two things. Firstly that sooner or later, given the wooden structures, a �re

was inevitable, whether through stupidity or an accident – a �rework, a kitchen �re. This

is con�rmed by the London Fire Brigade report, which concludes that the �re could

have been started by “any small ignition source.”

Fires happen – a �re took place in the 20-�oor tower block in which our chair, Pete

Mason, lived for over a decade.

Pete places on record the following: “I lived on the 15  �oor of Sandall House off of

Roman Road in Tower Hamlets during the 1990s. A �re occurred in a �at that was a few

th
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�oors down from us, directly beneath our �at.

“But there was no cladding on this building. the balconies were solid concrete and

would have interfered with �ames from the �at below catching the wooden bay window

frames above. And at that time, cuts to maintenance had not so completely destroyed

the internal �re-proof  integrity of the concrete structure building. The �re beneath us

destroyed the �at but took just one �re engine to put out and there was no Grenfell

disaster.”

Potential estate-wide con�agration

Secondly, if our ever vigilant residents had not managed to convince their downstairs

residents to put out that barbeque and the �re had started on the west facing side of

Samuel Garside House, where there are no stairwells that — by accident rather than

design — acted as �re breaks breaks, then, as stated above,  the entire building would

have been consumed by �re.

The London Fire Brigade considered it salient to report: “6.27 The frame of a UPVC

double glazed window on a property directly opposite Samuel Garside House

(approximately 8 metres away) had discoloured and bubbled slightly, the glazing had

also cracked.”

Scenario one: if the �re had started on the west-facing side

We wish to reiterate, it cannot be ruled out in these circumstances that the estate

around Samuel Garside house could have burned down.

The �ames could have leapt across the narrow road to the other side of DePass

Gardens, where the west facing walls, facing Samuel Garside House,  are clad with

wood. From there they could have rapidly spread down both Chilworth Place and

Galleons Drive.

The resulting con�agration could have jumped over to the north side of Galleons Drive, 

with similar jumps to Lawes way and the other streets, Middleton Grove, McAllister

Grove, Gatward Place and Crossness Road, spreading rapidly from house to house.

Some 233 houses have wood fronts, all vulnerable to such a scenario.



Scenario two: if the temporary boiler was situated at Samuel Garside rather than its

twin

The other good fortune that saved the estate from an outright estate-wide

con�agration, was that there was no temporary boiler stationed directly outside

Samuel Garside House, a few feet from the wooden balconies, whereas, at that time,

there was a temporary boiler in this position, precisely where the �re took place, in the

twin block, Ernest Websdale House. This boiler has since been moved away from the

wooden balconies. Had the reverse been the case, as a resident pointed out at the

time,  the boiler, with up to 1000litres of fuel, could have exploded and spread

devastation and the �re itself to the surrounding streets.

The �re

The �rst reports of the �re on WhatsApp were at 3:39pm on Sunday 9  June.

The �re took place on the east facing side.

Pete Mason records the following:

“At 3:57pm, Yasir Imran from Samuel Garside House called me on the phone. All I could

hear was screaming and panic. After a while his voice came on the phone, in a state of

shock,  to tell me that Samuel Garside  house was on �re, and I rushed over.

“I saw the �re helicopter land nearby and the �ames extinguished. I stood with

residents whose most prized possessions, irreplaceable and invaluable, had been

utterly destroyed.”

Residents were only relieved that no one had died. It had happened mid afternoon

rather than at night. As the Architects Journal reported shortly after:

“Fire expert Sam Webb said that had the �re occurred 12 hours later, ’we would have

woken up to a death toll to rival Grenfell’ and that balcony �res were becoming

increasingly frequent.”

(Architects Journal, “Developer ‘highly likely’ to replace wooden balconies after Barking

Riverside �re”, 12 June 2020,

th
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Pete Mason reports: “Councillor Geddes told me that nothing like it had ever happened

in the borough in the entire time he had been a councillor.”

Housing crisis greatest since Second World

War

What it indicated above all was the utter crisis in which housing had been plunged by

the ruthless destruction of standards.

In our residents association email to the London Fire Brigade of 18 February 2020,

appealing to them to release their report of the �re, we stated:

“…it is essential that I express  on behalf of all residents, our full support for our

�re�ghters and our condemnation of the cuts to the �re service. 

“As Roy Wilsher, former �re�ghter and chair of the National Fire Chiefs’ Council, told

residents gathered at the U.K. Cladding Action Group meeting in City Hall on the 6

February, since the banking collapse of 2007-8, 40% of �re safety staff had been cut

due to government austerity measures. 

“This is a crime tantamount to manslaughter, which manifested itself in the Grenfell

Tower disaster. It was disgraceful that the press felt it necessary to hound the �re

services instead of the government on this issue.”

We go on to reference the video of the �re mentioned above.

“Although it does not show how the �re started, it shows how the �re spread from the

�rst two �ats to the ten destroyed �ats in the space of four minutes. On the timeline of

the video, the �re brigade begin attacking the �ames at 7 minutes 43 seconds from the

start of �lming, but of course it does not indicate when the service was called. The

�ames substantially damp down.

“However, the video also shows that from 11m 42s until 19m 28s there were no hoses

on the �re and the �re revives throughout the affected area quite substantially.”

The London Fire Brigade report into the �re deals with this situation. It reveals for the

�rst time that it was because those same �re�ghters were heroically deployed into the

th



burning building after a credible report of a person trapped in a speci�c �at within.

Fortunately there was no one trapped. Unfortunately the �re revived.

As explained in detail in the timeline, the London Fire Brigade report into the �re states

explicitly that they did not have the location of �re hydrants on their system at the time.

Although, once the �re�ghters returned, they still had plenty of water in the �re

engines, and were able to once again suppress the �re, residents tell us the �re �ghters

were nevertheless of course urgently trying to �nd operating �re hydrants before their

tanks ran out.

Our email continues:

“Bigger picture

“The bigger picture is that this �re should never have spread from one �at to another,

had building regulations not been obfuscated by negligent government advice, so that

continuous wood balconies were allowed on the external walls of these �ats, swiftly

taking the �re vertically and laterally to adjacent �ats.  One or two �re engines would

have been suf�cient for a balcony �re, were it not for these issues.”

This is entirely con�rmed by the conclusions of the London Fire Brigade report. The

materials the balconies were constructed out of, identi�ed as the cause of the spread

of the �re, failed to perform even to grade D rated materials. They failed to perform

according to their own pitifully inadequate standards. They were an accident waiting to

happen.

The council

The council stepped in immediately. On the day of the �re, the council organised buses

to transport the displaced residents, who were gathered watching the progression of

the �re �ghting effort, to council facilities at nearby Bastable Avenue,  where displaced

residents were supplied with food and clothing and other essentials.

The council booked Hotel accommodation for the night, and urgent medical supplies

were facilitated. Although residents had kept calm throughout the day – once everyone

had got out – and although they had always acted with huge restraint, in a display of

tremendous bravery,  it was inevitable that they were deeply distressed.



For many months thereafter, residents were placed in hotel rooms without facilities for

feeding small children, limited anglocentric food. These were �rst booked on a daily and

then a weekly basis,  with residents not knowing from one week to the next where they

would be living.

The original daily bookings meant they were unable to attend work, because they had

to check out every morning or mid day with their family and what possessions they had.

These soon became additional distressing factors.

Residents who had been traumatized by the event, faced what they experienced as

distressing and persistent demands that they return to the undamaged �ats. Some

experienced post traumatic stress disorder, and were unable to face the ordeal at all.
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10. Our Residents Association meeting after

the �re, 13 June 2019

In the critical 24 hours after the �re, it was essential that residents felt that they had a

voice, and a set of demands that they embraced to build a pathway back out of the

insanity which had so suddenly surrounded and engulfed them.  

 

It was essential that the residents association stepped in and gave them that voice.  

 

On Monday 10 June, the day after the �re, the council granted Pete Mason, the chair of

the Barking reach Residents Association, the microphone, at a highly charged meeting

organised by the council to discuss the way forward.
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He very brie�y pointed out that there were new �ats already built but unoccupied on

the Riverside development which could be put aside for residents. Those that were for

London and Quadrant to rent out in the near future should be placed at residents

disposal. This was consequently arranged.

He stated that the landlords were responsible and should pay for the removal of the

�ammable cladding throughout the estate,  and not the residents.

0:00 / 1:46



He announced that the Residents Association had organised an emergency meeting at

the Rivergate centre for that Thursday, the 13 June,  and that everybody should come.

He also called a meeting of Samuel Garside House residents for the following day,

Tuesday 11th June. The residents Association committee itself met on the Wednesday

12th to �nalise the resolutions and agenda.

The committee assiduously emailed the various managing agents, developers,

landlords and their agents, and made many other arrangements for the day.

On the Tuesday, 11  June, the residents association organised a meeting of Samuel

Garside House residents in which their demands were drawn up from scratch, to

present to the big residents association meeting on Thursday and from there to the

landlords and managing agents.

On 12  June the Architects Journal had already reported that: “Developer ‘highly likely’

to replace wooden balconies after Barking Riverside �re”

(https://www.architectsjournal.co.uk/news/developer-highly-likely-to-replace-wooden-

balconies-after-barking-riverside-�re/10043041.article)

The chair recalls: “Walking down Bastable Avenue after attending the walk in centre on

Wednesday 12 June with councillor Cameron Geddes, I met council leader Darren

Rodwell and Matt Carpen on their way to the centre. Asked if he would be attending the

Residents Association meeting by Cameron Geddes, Rodwell told Geddes that was his

(Geddes) job, but then assured me that they, meaning both the council and Barking

Riverside Limited, had been in intensive talks with Bellway Homes and that Bellway

would attend our meeting with a worked out proposal. I felt he strongly implied the

view,  without stating it,  that Bellway was entirely to blame for the �re, and would be

paying the cost.”

On Thursday our meeting convened and there was standing room only for most who

came.

th
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Our minutes state:

In Attendance

200+ members, with 150+ signed in

Pete Mason, chair of Barking Reach Residents Association (BRRA)

Venilia Amorim, treasurer of Barking Reach Residents Association (BRRA)

Panel Guests:

Camilla Sheldon, Of�ce of James Brokenshire, Secretary of State for Housing

Matt Carpen, managing director at Barking Riverside Limited

Alex Selsy, regional manager for London at Pinnacle Places

Ian Gorst, London and South East regional chairman at Bellway Homes

Eyvind Andresen, head of legal and portfolio services at Homeground

Hugh McGeever, managing director at Residential Management Group (RMG)

–              Tony Hughes, regional director at Southern Housing was invited but was not

present

In Audience:

Nuno Amorim, secretary of Barking Reach Residents Association

Councillor Bill Turner, London Borough of Barking & Dagenham (LBBD)

Councillor Cameron Geddes, London Borough of Barking & Dagenham

PC Gary Jones, Thames Neighbourhood Policing Team

Simon Garrett, Managing Director, Residential, Mace Ltd

Case worker for Margaret Hodge MP

Arnold Tarling, FRICS Surveyor

Shaun Murphy,  Senior Partner, Edwards Duthie and Shamas, Solicitors, with other

solicitors from his company

Helen Pattison, Socialist Party London regional organiser

Pat Lee, London and Quadrant regional organiser



Serena Madhvani, assistant headteacher, Riverside School, and Samuel Garside House

resident.

The meeting inevitably expressed the anger of the residents. It began with a minutes’s

silence for the Grenfell disaster victims.  It lasted for three hours. A video of the

meeting is shown above.

Despite a willingness on the part of the council, the developers and the builders to

rectify the issues without cost to residents, none would accept liability and therefore

blame for the �re, apologies were therefore in short supply.

Many impassioned speeches were made by residents who were at that stage lodged in

cheap hotels a day at a time, or were even expected to return immediately to the

undamaged parts of the building,  while the balconies remained in place, if slightly

altered with some but by no means all connecting wood removed.

Three resolutions moved by the of�cers of the Barking Reach Residents Association

were discussed line by line in a long process of assessment of the problems facing

residents. One was unanimously amended when it was pointed out that the

government was also to blame and had not been indicted by the resolution. The

resolutions were then passed unanimously.

One key statement in the resolutions is this, from resolution one:

“We believe:

“That Bellway and the others involved in the construction, design and management of

the estate were negligent because they failed to address their minds to the obvious

risk from the wooden constructed balconies and cladding despite previous concerns

raised by residents.”

The resolutions speak for themselves, and repay reading. The more wide ranging

conclusions will be touched on in my conclusion.

Bellway Homes presented, or attempted to present, their case for removing the

balconies and Barking Riverside Limited presented an overview of undertakings by

Bellway to rectify the situation in consultation with and without cost to residents, which

undertaking was distributed in letter form earlier that day. It can be concluded from the

video that it was the fact that Ian Gorst refused to depart from his script so as to give

the apologies and assurances that the residents demanded, that brought the

http://barkingriversidefire.com/blog/the-resolutions-passed-by-residents-after-the-fire/


interruptions and outbursts of anger which made it impossible for Mr Gorst to fully

present the plans that Bellway had made.

Our resolutions in full can be found by clicking here.

http://barkingriversidefire.com/blog/the-resolutions-passed-by-residents-after-the-fire/
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11. Our resolutions

At the meeting held by the Barking Reach Residents Association on the 13 June,

attended by 200 residents, and those listed in the previous post from government,

council, landlords and their managing agents, residents set down in writing their views

on the causes of the �re. As stated, two were drawn up by a packed meeting of Samuel

Gardside residents held on the Tuesday after the �re.

The resolutions were discussed line by line in a long process of assessment of the

problems facing residents. One was unanimously amended when it was pointed out

that the government was also to blame and had not been indicted by the resolution.

The resolutions were then passed unanimously.

One key statement in the resolutions is this, from resolution one:

“We believe:
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“That Bellway and the others involved in the construction, design and management of

the estate were negligent because they failed to address their minds to the obvious

risk from the wooden constructed balconies and cladding despite previous concerns

raised by residents.”

The resolutions speak for themselves, and repay reading. The more wide ranging

conclusions will be touched on in my conclusion.

Bellway Homes presented, or attempted to present, their case for removing the

balconies and Barking Riverside Limited presented an overview of undertakings by

Bellway to rectify the situation in consultation with and without cost to residents, which

undertaking was distributed in letter form earlier that day. In my view it was the fact

that Ian Gorst refused to depart from his script so as to give the apologies and

assurances that the residents demanded that made it impossible to fully present the

plans Bellway had made.

Here are the three resolutions:

Resolution one

Resolution two

Resolution three

http://barkingriversidefire.com/resolution-one/
http://barkingriversidefire.com/resolution-two/
http://barkingriversidefire.com/resolution-three/
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12. Situation in May 2020 with regards to

�ammable exterior walls on Barking

Riverside

As of March 2020, the wooden balconies are in the process of being replaced. Planning

permission was approved at the end of 2019 after consultation with residents,  which

was partially but not entirely successful, a different colour being imposed.

In February 2020, BRL director Matt Carpen had written to the owners of the

approximately 233 houses and bungalows with wooden exteriors, stating that work to

remove the wood would be discussed with residents in April and alterations would

begin later that year. The covid epidemic appears at the time of writing to have cut

across that.
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In an email to Matt Carpen dated 2 March 2020, we summarised the situation as it

stood in respect of the rest of the estate:-

ACM cladding and decking materials

“John Millar and Leslie Hitchcock have partial decorative �ammable ACM

cladding, which is 4mm thick, standard Reynobond cladding panels which have a �re

rating of B-s2, d0.”

Reynobond cladding is the same brand name of cladding used on the Grenfell Tower

but may be of a different composition.

We have learned that Bellway are currently in discussions with the landlord to replace

the existing cladding with an alternative non-combustible product. They anticipated

that these works would commence in February/March 2020, although no notice has yet

been received when work will start.

“Six blocks in the Caspian Quarter have partial non-�ammable cladding (Vitrabond �re

rated A2 S1 D0 ), which of course poses no concern. However the decking used in the

balconies is a problem.”

“Ungraded “Ecodek” decking

“All eight blocks mentioned have a balcony decking that is an ungraded �ammable

material, ecodek (www.ecodek.co.uk), a composite of wood and resin.

“If a �at were to catch �re,  it seems evident that the balcony decking directly above

could catch �re, spreading the �re into the �at above, and in that way spread the �re up

the building from one �at to another. And perhaps this would set �re to the roof and

spread the �re beyond. 

“It seems to me that this still contravened the building regulations which state that

external walls should not aid the spread of �re.

“As you know, London and Quadrant are replacing the decking of a block on the

Parklands side of the development, which we hope will set a precedent for the above

mentioned decking. It appears that Robert Lewis House and Argent House also have

this �ammable decking.

“Bluebird house



“Finally, Bluebird House has exterior timber and timber balconies. This poses a danger

of �re spread from one �at to another. It seems to me this timber must be removed.

“While there is much less opportunity for �re spread here compared to Samuel Garside

House, and while London and Quadrant appear to have painted some treatment onto

part of the wood around the several entrances of the block, residents note that this is

insuf�cient. Resistance to �re is not the same as preventing it. The conditions to

overcoming the resistance can occur with destructive consequences as we all know.”

Additionally, we have noted that George Wheeler, Robert Lewis House and Argent

House appear to have the same decking as the Caspian quarter.
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13. Conclusion

Building Regulations guidance in Approved Document B, which deals with �re safety,

stipulates that external wall constructions should adequately resist the spread of �ame.

The wooden balconies did not do that.

The evidence we have presented in this report to our Inquiry demonstrates that

residents and the residents association knew the �re risks, the January 2019 �re risk

assessment demonstrated it,  yet the builders, developers, landlords and their agents

Pinnacle and RMG either denied that �re risk or stated that the existing materials

conformed to government regulations. This, it seems to us, side-stepped the fact of the

real danger revealed clearly by the Grenfell disaster.

In our view,  they knew of the dangers and they did not act.
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We take the view, in light of the above, that Bellway, L&Q, the council and the GLA, were

grossly negligent for putting residents’ lives at risk and for failing to keep the residents

homes and personal possessions safe even after the �re risk was pointed out to them. 

Residents expected a higher standard of care from those who have put out in the public

domain that they are  trained and quali�ed professionals and have the requisite

expertise in the building and property industry and therefore they should have known

the risks associated with low grade �ammable timber cladding on a residential building.

As resolution two, discussed in detail, amended and passed unanimously by the mass

meeting of residents on the 13  June 2019 stated:

“We believe all landlords and management parties involved, government legislation,

and the council in granting planning permission, failed to make sure the properties

were safe and endangered lives.

• Landlords and managing agents had two years since Grenfell to inspect and make

good the balconies and cladding throughout its part of the estate and did not.

• Adriatic and RMG, acting as their agents, failed to address the issue of cladding

despite showing concerns about �re safety.”

In our view, this is all the evidence that is needed to show that the residents should

have democratic control over the estate,  so as to manage the risks that they recognise

themselves,  without hindrance from those who currently have ownership and control.

While block by block this can be achieved using Right to Manage legislation, the estate

wide control should already be granted to residents in the long term.

As the resolution goes on to state:

“Barking Riverside Community Interest Company (CIC)

• We believe that if the residents were running the estate, they would have

implemented the �re safety check directly and prevented the �re.

• The Barking Riverside Community Interest Company was set up to provide the

residents with a majority on the board of directors.

• We reaf�rm two previous decisions of the residents’ association, that this voting

majority be enacted and not be removed.”

th



But more than that, the ownership of the land by a single faceless and unaccountable

landlord, Adriatic Land, a tax-haven based company believed to be backed

predominantly by “hedge funds and speculators” is unjusti�ed and undemocratic.

As again stated in our unanimously passed resolution:

“We believe Adriatic has forfeited its right to ownership of this property.”

This means the abolition of leasehold, and for the freehold to pass to the leaseholders

who have bought them at considerable cost, without charge. All such landlords should

suffer the same penalty.  In blocks of �ats this would be mean residents would establish

Commonhold, where the communal parts of the block, such as the lifts, would be

managed by a managing agent appointed by an elected board of residents and

answerable only to them.

Bellway Homes have operated at a net pro�t margin of 15% or more for the last year.

The work undertaken so far in Barking Riverside has barely dented those pro�t

earnings. Pre-tax pro�ts grew by 3.4% to £662.6m in the 12 months to the end of July

2019 and it achieved its forecast revenue in its full-year �gures, up 8.6% to £3.2bn  as

reported on 15 October 2019.  Our experience on the Barking Riverside estate is that

the houses and �ats built by Bellway are poorly and cheaply built, subject to many

defects, and of course, unsafe.

Housing is in a deep crisis. Housing costs take up an unacceptably high proportion of

ordinary working people’s earnings. The only solution, in our view, is to abandon the

present decades-long drive to shut down council house building. We need to stop the

continuing drive to private ownership of estates by faceless landlords registered

overseas in tax havens, who only only offer leasehold. These private landlords have

been shown to sit on land rather than develop it to force up prices. The result is a

chronic under supply of affordable housing.

To reverse this, in our view,  which our chair has always stated clearly, requires a mass

council house building scheme across the country to the highest standards expected

but not found in the private sector, with a return to secure tenancies similar to house

ownership. To recreate the Barking and Dagenham  Becontree estate as it was

originally experienced by the residents in the 1950s as they escaped from the private

slums –  large houses with front and back gardens that were “heaven with the gates

off”. And to fully meet the housing needs of the population with a great urgency – in

�ve or ten years at the most.  Rents need to re�ect the real average incomes for those

living on the precarious zero hours contracts, temporary or part time employment.



The result of such a drive would be to put enormous pressure on private builders to

build safe, affordable private freehold housing, on council maintained land  for those

who choose it.

This report was prepared by our chair Pete Mason on the basis of input from

residents and the Barking Reach Residents Association committee, which endorses

this report.

Signed by

Pete Mason (Chair)

Nuno Amorim (Secretary)

Venilia Amorim (Treasurer)

Committee members:

Pauline Phoon

Habib Qazi

Fran Mitchell

Dilruba Khatun

Subramaniyan Iyer

Marta Varesi

Siarul Islam

David Lee

Amrud Gulam

Joanna J

Judith Jones
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Chika Onyechi
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Rumina Sultana

Yasmin Shaikh
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